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Welcome!
We are so thrilled that you are feeling called to the powerful soulful work we are
doing here at the Life Designer® Coach Academy.
The work we are doing in this transformational community—that is now making a
global impact—is calling and attracting people like you to share in our mission:
Our mission is to teach, train, inspire and certify big-hearted individuals and leaders
(whom I call Lightworkers) to guide others to live their best life and change the
world.
We’re changing the world, by empowering others to make shifts that allow them
to design their best life with heart in mind!
Our students come from all over the world and have many different backgrounds
from corporate to non-profits, law to the healing arts, accountants, physicians, to
stay at home moms. They are passionate about stepping into soul-fulfilling and
purposeful work that makes an impact in the lives of others, and ultimately the
entire planet. Many are already coaches who want to refine their skills and fill in
missing pieces.
We believe that transformational work starts with our students committing to
stepping into the highest versions of themselves and that their personal journey is
truly the medicine that they bring to their clients. We stand for our students
learning and applying both the art and science of coaching; the coaching core
competencies and the integrative techniques steeped in positive psychology,
mind-body science, heart intelligence, and the healing arts. We believe that our
students and their clients are the experts of their life, each possessing the
knowledge, wisdom, intuitive guidance, and keys needed for inner-lasting change.
We wholeheartedly believe in an empowering, generative and appreciative model
of transformation.
Here at the Life Designer® Coach Academy, we hold sacred space for each of these
truths as we train and prepare our students to become transformational Life
Designer® Coaches.
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You might be here because you know in your heart that you are being called to do
something more.
Perhaps you are looking for a career that you find deeply fulfilling and meaningful
with unlimited earning potential and a flexible schedule. Maybe you’re a
stay-at-home parent who is longing to contribute to the larger community through
work that not only infuses your passions with skill and intention but brings in
additional income. Maybe you are a professional who is looking to expand your
skillset and is passionate about transformational work. Maybe you’re already a
coach looking to tie all the pieces together and learn a holistic framework that gives
you the tools you need and deserve to succeed. Perhaps you feel very clearly that
you are here to make a difference in the world, and just don’t quite know how to do
so.
No matter what your inspiration, on a deeper level you believe in the power of
personal development and transformational work, and the impact that it can make
in the lives of others, helping them heal, grow and evolve into their fullest potential.
Wherever you are, and however you’ve been called here, we appreciate and honor
your openness to consider this incredible opportunity. Every day, we welcome
individuals just like you into our community who long to learn the skills necessary
to make an impact on the lives of others and in this way, change the world.
If you are seeking a professional coach certification program that is specifically and
uniquely designed to help you step into the highest version of yourself so you can
support others to do the same, you are in the right place. If you are seeking a
career that brings more soul-fulfillment and passion to your life, the lives of others,
and the world, you are in the perfect place.
We are honored to know you and we welcome you with open arms.
We look forward to connecting with you. We want to hear your vision, your
questions, your dreams!
We would be honored for you to join our mission to teach, train, inspire and certify
big-hearted open-minded students with a purpose to help others tap into their
highest potential and design their most exquisite life.
Copyright © 2022 Life Designer® Coach Academy
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Warmly,
Julie Reisler, MA, ACC, NBC-HWC
Founder, Life Designer® Coach Academy & Certification Program

What We Do
The Life Designer® Coach Academy has been certifying transformational coaches all
over the globe and has helped many individuals discover a path to transformation
that is rooted in empowerment, intuition, empathy, connection, conscious
communication, and heart wisdom.
Our guiding philosophy is based on this truth: We all have a desire to live a life we
love. What gets in the way are misaligned thoughts, habits, stories, beliefs, and
experiences (expressed consciously or unconsciously). When our coaches learn and
experience how to tap into their inner wisdom for answers and change their
behavior, they can help their clients do the same. First, we provide a deeply
transformational experience for our coaches. Then we teach them how to help their
clients achieve the same results.

The student’s inner journey is the medicine that gives them confidence and
self-efficacy to guide their clients to their own inner transformation.
As students let go of any residual feelings and unconscious belief patterns left over
from their own life experiences, they are able to quickly release old, limiting beliefs
and replace them with new, empowering beliefs that will truly support their best
coaching and impact when working with clients.
And we, as coaches, get to support one another, and our clients, through this epic
transformation.
The specific tools and strategies that we teach are grounded in the foundations and
core competencies of coaching, the Heart Intelligence work of HeartMath, the
Appreciative Inquiry work of Positive Psychology and David Cooperrider, and
Emotional Science work of teachers like Lynne McTaggart, Gregg Braden, and Dr.
Bruce Lipton.
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These strategies allow people to successfully shift out of the dominant victim mode
and hopeless (I’m powerless) paradigm, which creates stress, resentment,
overwhelm, self-disconnect, and even self-hatred, to the empowering paradigm of
coaching which restores a real self-efficacy, confidence, trust, freedom, and
ultimately lasting transformation.
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How our Certification Works
The process of becoming a certified Life Designer® Coach at the Life Designer®
Coach Academy is quite simple. Once you're accepted into the program, you're with
us for four months. The experience takes place online, using Zoom for live group
classes and an online member portal for your learning modules and class
resources. You can learn and work in the comfort of your own home.
The beginning of the training involves learning the SACRED coach approach
framework for yourself and in your practicum. Don’t be surprised if you notice
family members remarking that you’ve changed and seem to be more present, or
listen with greater intensity, or at peace. You’ll dive deeply into the power of heart
intelligence, body wisdom, intuition, energy attunement, and appreciative inquiry.
You get to go through the very same journey you’ll be taking your future clients on.
What makes this program unique is that you will have the opportunity to also be
coached by your peers. We can't possibly take another human being down a path
or on a journey that we have not been on ourselves, not when it comes to changing
human behavior. As leaders, we must be the first to take the journey so that we can
light the way for those who follow us.
You go through this process in a small group environment to support you as you
practice and learn. Our training cohorts are limited in size so that you can be seen
and heard, and intimacy and trust can be established. Often there are very tender
personal issues to be working through together. The intimate group environment is
something that sets our program apart from any other coach training out there. We
want you to feel supported every step of the way!
We often hear from our students that they feel more seen in our program than
they've been seen by anybody ever in their own life. Lifelong friendships are
created. We understand that being vulnerable as a coach-in-training and as a
human can be challenging. Our goal is to make this part of the journey as safe,
sacred, and comfortable as possible. Our company’s culture is to respect privacy
and provide radical acceptance in all aspects of our business.
We value compassion and support. The power of our cohorts provides the space
for tremendous growth and results in strong, self-aware, and emotionally intelligent
Life Designer® coaches.
Copyright © 2022 Life Designer® Coach Academy
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You're given plenty of practice time to coach both in the live sessions and within
your practicum. You’ll be assigned a practice coaching pod that you’ll work with
throughout the entire program to practice your new skills. You’re also encouraged
to do what we call ‘cross-podinate’ and coach peers in other pods.
You’ll achieve your certification at the end of our program once you've completed
your 20-hour practicum. You will also submit one recorded coaching session with a
practicum client that you take through the entire coaching process and a completed
observation form providing your notes and reflections. We encourage our coaches
to find volunteers outside of the program to coach as part of their practicum
experience. Our coaches typically find it quite easy to find a volunteer to coach and
practice their new skills. We are so fortunate to provide a service that many
individuals are longing for.
In addition to learning the art and science of one-to-one coaching, you will also
learn how to lead one to many via group coaching sessions. You’ll learn how to use
the Get a PhD in YOU book’s many activities, powerful questions, and resources
within a group coaching setting. You’ll then spend your final month learning how to
launch your coaching practice. We will help you address questions like: How do I get
more visible? How do I put myself out there? What are my offerings? How do I
market my coaching services with integrity, in a non-salesy way so that I can make
sure I’m going to feel confident in getting my first clients?
We believe that great coaches often get lost and can’t help those who need them if
they are uncomfortable with sales and marketing. And so, we give you the basic
tools and inspiration to do just that.
We are invested in your success and as such, you will have continued access to our
community as well as access to additional offerings and services to help you
support and expand your growing business. We offer a free quarterly Coach
Connection session and bi-annual virtual retreats to all graduates to stay connected
in a supportive, generative, and powerful community.
We believe that by creating lasting transformation, you are building a better world!
We invite you to join in this transformative journey.
Copyright © 2022 Life Designer® Coach Academy
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Meet the Team
Julie Reisler, Founder & Master Coach
Julie’s passion for coaching stems from her own transformational
experience of working with a coach who changed her life. Like
many, she overrode her inner guidance only to follow the
conventional logical life path. She also had a front-row seat to
witness what she did not want for her life. And in many ways, the
Life Designer® Coach Academy is the fulfillment of a promise
that she made to herself when she was suffering in her most
inner troubled times…that she would learn how to free herself
from the shackles of self-doubt, insecurity, people-pleasing, and
self-attack and help as many as possible do the same. Julie is a
serial entrepreneur and is the host of the You-est You™ podcast,
author of the Get a PhD in YOU book series, 2x TEDx speaker, and
on the faculty at Georgetown University in their coaching
program. Passionate about bringing heart, soul, intuition, and
integrity to coaching, she’s a sought-after mentor, speaker, and
coach.

Liz Fusco, Director of Customer Care & Experience
Liz is a certified Life Designer® Coach and loves anything related
to personal growth and development, healing, and intuition. Her
passion lies in empowering and supporting our extraordinary
community of coaches to ensure the unique leadership of each
and every coach is unleashed in the world.
When she’s not supporting our mission, you’ll find her playing
with oracle cards or dancing her booty off at a live concert.

YOUR COACHING JOURNEY | CLASS 1
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Welcome, Orientation, Your ‘Why’
& Setting the Coaching Foundation:
You Are the Vessel!
Our first group session is like finding your true home! Is there any better feeling
than sitting beside fellow big-hearted, like-minded individuals and passionate
change-makers from around the globe? In a loving community, and a sacred place
where your intuition, transformational journey, and passion to serve others “make
sense”? You will leave this session hearing from the hearts of your cohort members
and will gain clarity around what to expect moving forward into the next sixteen
weeks. We will also jump right into the first lesson of Setting the Coaching
Foundation, where you will learn how to clearly articulate what coaching is, and
what it is not.
YOU WILL LEARN:
❖ Who your cohort members are
❖ Who your Practice Coaching Pod members are
❖ How to be a “vessel”
❖ The logistical “ins and outs” of the next sixteen weeks
❖ How to identify and connect to your ‘Why’
❖ What coaching is and how it differs from counseling & consulting
❖ How to change the conversation from interesting to meaningful and
purposeful
❖ The overview of the SACRED Coach Approach
❖ How to set the foundation for coaching with your clients
❖ How to review your contracting process and coaching agreement
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THE SACRED COACH APPROACH | CLASS 2

Sacred Space & Presence, Aiming the
Focus/Active Listening
Here we will explore the first two steps of the SACRED Framework... how to help
your client get clear on what they want to focus on and how to stay tuned in to that
focus as you work with them. How to have a conversation that has focus, purpose,
and direction.
YOU WILL LEARN:
❖ What the SACRED Framework stands for
❖ How to create a space of safety, integrity, non-judgment, support, and
encouragement
❖ How to set the stage for greater transformation
❖ How to help your client get clear on their focus and how to hold that focus
❖ How to listen from a place of curiosity, attention and deeper knowing
❖ How to stay comfortable through the silence when listening
❖ How to discover what is underneath the client’s words (what is not being
said)
❖ How to help your client form new ways of thinking
YOU WILL PRACTICE:
❖ Beginning the coaching session holding sacred space, integrating the core
focus and practicing active listening
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
❖ A demonstration coaching session as either the participant or the observer
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THE SACRED COACH APPROACH | CLASS 3

Conscious Communication
& Reflection
Here we will explore the next two steps of the SACRED framework.
YOU WILL LEARN:
❖ How to communicate directly with your client
❖ How to use appreciative language that has a positive impact on the client
❖ How to use active listening and intuition
❖ How to use metaphors and analogies
❖ How to get to the heart of the client’s goals, values and beliefs
❖ How to observe the client’s self-expression
❖ How to share your observations without judgment or attachment
YOU WILL PRACTICE:
❖ A coaching session integrating conscious communication and reflection
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
❖ A demonstration coaching session as either the participant or the observer
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THE SACRED COACH APPROACH | CLASS 4

Engage with Powerful Questions
& Your Coaching Toolkit
Here we will explore the next step of the SACRED framework.
YOU WILL LEARN:
❖ How to use appreciative inquiry
❖ What a powerful question is and how to use them to engage your client
❖ How to ask open-ended questions that evoke greater self-discovery,
awareness and possibility
❖ How to use your intuition to ask questions that lead the client back their
inner wisdom
❖ How to give space and use silence to facilitate client insight and learning
❖ How to challenge your client or share observations, insights and feelings with
the client to create new learning or awareness, without attachment
❖ How to use the reframing technique to help your client
❖ The elements of a powerful coaching relationship
❖ The difference between affirmations and cheerleading; empathy and
sympathy
❖ Coaching tools that you can use such as metaphors, the ruler: 1-10 scale,
Visualizations, Body Wisdom and more
YOU WILL PRACTICE:
❖ A coaching session integrating powerful questions and coaching tools
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
❖ A demonstration coaching session as either the participant or the observer
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THE SACRED COACH APPROACH | CLASS 5

Design Actions
& Accountability
Here we will explore the last step of the SACRED framework.
YOU WILL LEARN:
❖ How to guide your client through the process of self-discovery
❖ How to help your client transform learning and insight into action
❖ How to acknowledge and support client autonomy
❖ How to partner with your client to organically co-create direct and specific
actions that will lead to desired results
❖ How to use the SMART goal framework to design measurable goals
❖ How to follow up on client’s actions and acknowledge accomplishments
❖ How to positively confront your client when agreed-upon actions don’t occur
❖ Freeze Frame Technique from HeartMath Institute
❖ How to access your and your client’s Body Wisdom
YOU WILL PRACTICE:
❖ A coaching session integrating designing actions
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
❖ A demonstration coaching session as either the participant or the observer
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ONE TO ONE COACHING | CLASS 6

Full Framework Practice
& Demonstration
Here we will review the full SACRED framework in its entirety.
YOU WILL LEARN:
❖ How to start moving into coaching mastery using the full SACRED framework
❖ How to get comfortable moving out of performance mode
❖ How to identify the thread of limiting beliefs that are often under the surface
and how they may show up differently
❖ How to help your client move from stuck to a place of empowerment and
intrinsic motivation
YOU WILL PRACTICE:
❖ A coaching session integrating the SACRED Coach Approach and Framework
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
❖ A demonstration coaching session as either the participant or the observer
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GROUP COACHING | CLASS 7

Intro to Group Coaching:
Coaching One to Many
Here we will explore group coaching and how to move from coaching one person to
coaching many people in a group.
YOU WILL LEARN:
❖ How to shift your coaching technique from one to many
❖ How to bring your coaching conversation into a small group context
❖ How to create an intimate conversation space focused on goal setting,
deepening awareness around key issues, and taking action and
accountability
❖ How to hold space for more than one person at a time
❖ How to keep people engaged throughout the process and group experience
❖ How to create a powerful community of support and accountability
YOU WILL PRACTICE:
❖ A group coaching session integrating the SACRED Coach Approach and
Framework
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
❖ A demonstration group coaching session
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GROUP COACHING | CLASS 8

Get a PhD in YOU Exercises
& Group Coaching
Here we will explore how to use the Get a PhD in YOU book as a tool for coaching
your groups.
YOU WILL LEARN:
❖ How to use the book as a guide for your clients and in group settings
❖ Tools and practices that you can use in your coaching sessions to help your
clients go deeper and create more self-awareness
❖ How to help your clients move through blocks, fears and limiting beliefs
❖ How to help your clients uncover their passion and purpose
❖ How to use the well-being wheel and exercises
YOU WILL PRACTICE:
❖ A group coaching session integrating Get a PhD in YOU
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
❖ A demonstration group coaching session
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GROUP COACHING | CLASS 9

Group Coaching
Practice & Demonstration
Here we will practice group coaching and moving from coaching one person to
coaching many people in a group.
YOU WILL PRACTICE:
❖ A group coaching session integrating the SACRED Coach Approach and
Framework
❖ Leading a group coaching session
❖ Honing your coaching technique from one to many
❖ Bringing your coaching conversation into a small group context
❖ Creating an intimate conversation space focused on goal setting, deepening
awareness around key issues and taking action and accountability
❖ Holding space for more than one person at a time
❖ Keeping people engaged throughout the process and group experience
❖ Building a powerful community of support and accountability
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
❖ A demonstration group coaching session
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YOUR COACHING PRACTICE | CLASS 10

Your Ideal Client, Elevator Speech
& Building Relationships
Here we will explore and identify your ideal client, and craft your elevator speech.
We will also learn about using community mapping to nurture relationships.
YOU WILL LEARN:
❖ Who your first ideal client is
❖ How to start sharing your work with others
❖ How to craft your elevator speech
❖ How to use community mapping technique to nurture relationships
YOU WILL PRACTICE:
❖ Writing your compelling story
❖ Identifying your first ideal client avatar
❖ Your elevator pitch with a fellow student
❖ Your Community Map Exercise
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
❖ Open Q&A and hot seat coaching around your Ideal Client and Elevator Pitch
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YOUR COACHING PRACTICE | CLASS 11

Your Offerings
& Discovery Call
Here we will explore your initial offerings and learn how to host a Discovery Call
with potential new clients.
YOU WILL LEARN:
❖ How to determine your initial pricing
❖ How to craft your offerings
❖ Structure of a Discovery Call
❖ How to offer and deliver a Discovery Call
YOU WILL PRACTICE:
❖ A Discovery Call with a fellow student
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
❖ A demonstration Discovery Call
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GRADUATION DAY | CLASS 12

Growth Mindset Practices,
Learnings & Reflection
In our twelfth and final class, we will come together in the spirit of celebration and
reflection.
YOU WILL LEARN:
❖ The key growth mindset practices that allow you to maintain confidence, stay
focused, be courageous, avoid self-sabotage and take bold action towards
building your coaching practice
❖ What you loved most about your experience and your three greatest
takeaways from your certification journey
❖ What you will need next for building a successful, heart-centered coaching
business
YOU WILL REVIEW
❖ Any open questions you may have
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
❖ A demonstration coaching session with a twist ;)
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Next Steps:
Monetize Your Purpose : Your Coaching
Business in a Box
®

Our signature program, Monetize Your Purpose: Your Coaching Business in a Box, is a
powerful six-month program to fully design, create and launch your coaching
business.
Monetize Your Purpose: Your Coaching Business in a Box
❖ A full blown nuts to bolts business in a box program to help you build your
coaching practice from the ground up
❖ Detailed strategic and ‘how to’ guidance around developing your brand
identity, messaging, offerings, website, pricing, unique coaching
methodology, conscious marketing and sales, packages and programs and
building your influence and impact
❖ Learn to identify your ideal client(s) and their most pressing needs
❖ Design your key offerings and packages catered to your ideal clients
❖ Create your core pitch and mouth-watering ways to engage new clients
❖ Connect to your network through proven community mapping exercises
❖ Learn marketing and sales with authenticity and heart
❖ Incredible support, accountability and guidance
❖ Build your confidence, connections and cash flow
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Your Life Designer Coach Academy
Resources
®

You will have access to an extensive online library of resources…

❖ Demo Grounding Exercises
❖ Demo Meditations and Visualizations
❖ Demo 1:1 Coaching Sessions
❖ Demo Group Coaching Sessions
❖ Demo Discovery Call
❖ Worksheets & other tools
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Hear From Our Coaches
“I closed my first coaching client before I graduated, more than
paying for the cost of the program itself! Julie radiates love and
positivity. Her presence allows people to feel safe and tap into
greater potential than they even realized. I’ve been a consultant for
years, but wanted to have the skills I needed to connect people with
their inner wisdom and empower them to make life-changing
decisions on their own.”

— Caitlin Doemner, Life Designer® Coach, MBA,
VirtualCoachingSales.com
“Taking Julie’s Life Designer® Coaching course was the best
investment I have made Taking Julie’s Life Designer® Coaching
course and being in her energy was the best investment I have made
towards aligning myself with the person I aspire to become. I love
how Julie’s energy is a sacred blend of heart, mind, and spirit. Her
teachings are both spiritual and practical — perfectly balanced so
that no matter where you are on your journey, you will leave her
presence and program feeling nourished, held, and empowered.”
— Anne H Espiritu, Life Designer® Coach, Wellbeing &
Empowerment Coach
I am thankful for saying yes to your coaching program! The power of
yes is nothing but a miracle waiting to unfold. I am greatly humbled
and blessed to have been a part of your community this past year
and now understand my gifts and purpose. I wish for more men to
experience what I have discovered for myself. Thank you for
providing the space to emerge as a powerful coach.
— Tè Monareng, Life Designer® Coach, Co-Founder, Light Your
RAY Coaching
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“After taking the Life Designer ® program, I can honestly say I’m a
damn good coach! This coaching program is transformational. Julie
has a natural ability to create a safe space that allows you to push
through your limiting beliefs and empowers you to move from
theory into practical, real-world coaching that creates dramatic
impacts quickly”
— Eme Ray, Life Designer® Coach, Founder & CEO of
DoctorLocks

“I am now clear and confident! Before going through the Life
Designer® Certification program, I lacked confidence in building my
business as a coach. Julie’s program and teaching gave me the
strong foundation I needed to move forward powerfully and
confidently in the work that I do. I am now clear and confident and
know the value of the coaching services I provide. ”

— Gina Casbarro, Life Designer® Coach & Feng Shui expert
“I’ve learned how to trust myself while powerfully coaching others
through anything. For the past three years, I have wanted to take a
course to become a coach but couldn’t find the right one. The Life
Designer® coaching program gave me the confidence, skills,
support, and encouragement to help people transform their lives.
I’ve learned to trust myself while powerfully coaching others through
anything. What’s exciting is that I’ve connected with incredible
classmates, and have learned how to be heart-centered in my life
and a heart-led coach.”
— Katie McCollum, Life Designer® Coach
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“This program has opened so many doors for myself, my future, and
my career! I’m speechless. What an amazing experience this
certification program has been! Honestly, the Life Designer®
Coaching program completely surpassed my expectations. I’ve
developed relationships with incredible people in our Cohort, I’ve
learned how to coach (which was so scary for me in the beginning),
and have opened so many doors for myself and my future purpose
and career. Thank you for this opportunity! My most heartfelt
gratitude to you for this life-changing opportunity!!!”
— Tricia Madden, Life Designer® Coach, VP, Human Resources
& Empowerment Coach
" I now possess the self-confidence and core competencies to be an
effective coach. For many years I have had the vision of earning a
coaching certification, with Julie’s gentle nudges and support I was
finally able to take the leap! Julie brings unwavering energy, support,
and knowledge in class and out. Having completed the Life
Designer® Coaching Certification Program, I now have the
knowledge, confidence, competencies, and tools to be an effective
coach.”
— Arleen Milian, Life Designer® Coach, Director of Client
Relations, Diversity & Inclusion Practice Leader

"I was trained as a life coach but was missing these powerful tools
and methodologies! My whole focus and ability to make an impact
as a coach has increased exponentially and I am so grateful I signed
up for Julie's Life Designer Coach Academy.”
— Emese Móricz, Life Designer Coach, Leadership Development
Specialist, Hungary & EMEA
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" This was the best investment I ever made in myself! This was the
best investment I ever made in myself! I am astounded by
the inner growth, strength and transformation that has occurred
as a result of this coaching program and practicum. I am forever
grateful for this learning, ability to coach at a high level and
the amazing community.”
— Christine Cascio, Life Designer Coach

Visit our website to read inspiring stories from our
Life Designer coaches around the world…
®

Discover More Here →
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